
úÁ�ÉÓËÉ ÎÁÕÞÎÙÈÓÅÍÉÎÁÒÏ× ðïíé�ÏÍ 434, 2015 Ç.A. Borihev, A. Hartmann, K. Kellay, X. MassanedaMULTIPLE SAMPLING AND INTERPOLATION INTHE CLASSICAL FOCK SPACEAbstrat. We study multiple sampling, interpolation and unique-ness for the lassial Fok spae in the ase of unbounded multipli-ities.Sampling and interpolating sequenes in Fok spaes were haraterizedby Seip and Seip{Wallst�en in [3, 4℄ by means of a ertain Beurling-typeasymptoti uniform density. The ase of uniformly bounded multipliitieswas onsidered by Brekke and Seip [1℄ who gave a omplete desription inthis situation. Their onditions show that it is not possible that a sequeneis simultaneously sampling and interpolating.Brekke and Seip also asked whether there exist sequenes that are si-multaneously sampling and interpolating when the multipliities are un-bounded.In this researh note we formulate some onditions (of geometri nature)for sampling and interpolation. They show that the answer to this questionis negative when the multipliities tend to in�nity.The detailed version of this work will be published elsewhere.We now introdue the neessary notation. For � > 0, de�ne the Fokspae F2� by
F2� = {f ∈ Hol(C) : ‖f‖22 = ‖f‖2�;2 := �� ∫

C

|f(z)|2e−�|z|2dm(z) < ∞
}:The spae F2� is a Hilbert spae with the inner produt

〈f; g〉 = �� ∫

C

f(z)g(z)e−�|z|2dm(z):The sequene ek(z) = √�k√k! zk; k > 0;Key words and phrases: Fok spae, multiple interpolation, multiple sampling.The work was supported by Russian Siene Foundation grant 14-41-00010.53



54 A. BORICHEV, A. HARTMANN, K. KELLAY, X. MASSANEDAde�nes an orthonormal basis in F2�.Reall that the translationsTzf(�) = T�z f(�) := e��z�−�2 |z|2f(� − z); f ∈ F2�;at isometrially in F2�.Let us now de�ne sampling and interpolation in the unbounded multi-pliity ase. Consider the divisorX = {(�;m�)}�∈�, where � is a sequeneof points in C and m� ∈ N is the multipliity assoiated with �.The divisor X is alled
• sampling for F2� if

‖f‖22 ≍ ∑�∈�m�−1
∑k=0 |〈f; T�ek〉|2; f ∈ F2� ;

• interpolating for F2� if for every sequene v = {v(k)� }�∈�; 06k<m�suh that
‖v‖22 := ∑�∈�m�−1

∑k=0 |v(k)� |2 < ∞;there exists a funtion f ∈ F2� satisfying
〈f; T�ek〉 = v(k)� ; 0 6 k < m�; � ∈ �:As in the situation of lassial interpolation and sampling, the separa-tion between points in � plays an important role. Denote by D(z; r) thedis of radius r entered at z.

• A divisor X = {(�;m�)}�∈� is said to satisfy the �nite overlapondition if supz∈C

∑�∈��D(�;√m�=�)(z) < ∞:If � is a �nite union of �j suh that the diss D(�;√m�=�), � ∈ �j ,are disjoint for every j, then X satis�es the �nite overlap ondition.The following result gives geometri onditions for sampling in the aseof unbounded multipliities.Theorem 1. (a) If X = {(�;m�)}�∈� is a sampling divisor for F2�, thenX satis�es the �nite overlap ondition and there exists C > 0 suh that
⋃�∈�D(�;√m�=�+ C) = C:



MULTIPLE SAMPLING AND INTERPOLATION 55(b) Conversely, if X = {(�;m�)}�∈� satis�es the �nite overlap onditionand for every C > 0 there is a ompat subset K of C suh that
⋃�∈� :m�>�C2D(�;√m�=�− C) = C \K;then X is a sampling divisor for F2�.Remark. Let X = {(�;m�)}�∈� satisfy the onditions of Theorem 1 (b).Then we an �nd a subset �1 ⊂ � suh that for every C > 0 there is aompat subset K of C satisfying

⋃�∈�1 :m�>�C2D(�;√m�=�− C) = C \K and lim�∈�1
|�|→∞

m� = +∞:The following result gives geometri onditions for interpolation in thease of unbounded multipliities.Theorem 2. (a) If X = {(�;m�)}�∈� is an interpolating divisor for F2�,then there exists C > 0 suh that the diss {D(�;√m�=�−C)}�∈�;m�>�C2are pairwise disjoint.(b) Conversely, if the disks {D(�;√m�=�+C)}�∈� are pairwise disjointfor some C > 0, then X is an interpolating divisor for F2�.Remark. It is easily seen that if X is a divisor suh that for some C > 0the diss {D(�;√m�=� − C)}�∈�;m�>�C2 are pairwise disjoint, and iflim
|�|→∞

m� = +∞, then X satis�es the �nite overlap ondition.Though our geometri onditions do not haraterize interpolation andsampling, they allow us to dedue the following result, whih gives a partialanswer to the question raised by Brekke and Seip.Corollary 3. Let the divisor X = {(�;m�)}�∈� satisfy the onditionlim
|�|→∞

m� = +∞. Then X annot be simultaneously interpolating and sam-pling for F2�.The problems of sampling and interpolation are linked with that ofuniqueness, and thus with zero divisors, for whih some onditions weredisussed in [2, 5℄.We will formulate here a neessary ondition for zero divisors, whih,apparently, does not follow from those known so far.



56 A. BORICHEV, A. HARTMANN, K. KELLAY, X. MASSANEDAProposition 4. Let X = {(�;m�)}�∈�. If there exists a ompat subsetK of C suh that
⋃�∈�D(�;√m�=�) = C \K;then X is not a zero divisor for F2�.As a matter of fat, this result holds true more generally in the weightedFok spae with uniform norm F∞� de�ned by

F∞� = {f ∈ Hol(C) : ‖f‖∞ = ‖f‖�;∞ := supz∈C

|f(z)|e−�2 |z|2 < ∞
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